Medical devices for the anesthetist:
current perspectives

Abstract: Anesthesiologists are unique among most physicians in that they routinely use technology and medical devices to carry out their daily activities. Recently, there have been significant advances in medical technology. These advances have increased the number and utility of medical devices available to the anesthesiologist. There is little doubt that these new tools have improved the practice of anesthesia. Monitoring has become more comprehensive and less invasive, airway management has become easier, and placement of central venous catheters and regional nerve blockade has become faster and safer. This review focuses on key medical devices such as cardiovascular monitors, airway equipment, neuromonitoring tools, ultrasound, and target controlled drug delivery software and hardware. This review demonstrates how advances in these areas have improved the safety and efficacy of anesthesia and facilitate its administration. When applicable, indications and contraindications to the use of these novel devices will be explored as well as the controversies surrounding their use.
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Introduction
Perhaps no other medical specialty has benefited more from recent technological advances as the specialty of anesthesiology. Use of sophisticated medical devices and technology is now commonplace in the field of anesthesia, and because they are used on a daily, case-by-case basis, they can be overlooked and taken for granted. In the last 2 decades, technology associated with the specialty of anesthesia has evolved a great deal. Advances in fiberoptic technology have allowed the development of video laryngoscopy, simplifying the approach to management of a patient’s airway. Increases in computational power and novel mathematical modeling techniques have led to the development of target controlled infusion devices and software, changing how drugs are administered. New monitoring devices such as echocardiography and ultrasound (US) have now become mainstream. New technology has made the practice of anesthesia more efficient and, most importantly, has improved patient safety. The following is a review of the most pertinent technological advances in the specialty of anesthesia and their influence on the field.

Cardiovascular devices
Intravascular catheters: central venous and pulmonary arterial catheters

Central venous catheters (CVCs) are commonly employed for intravascular access and for assessment of intravascular volume. CVCs are used for rapid administration
of fluids, treatment of venous air emboli, and assessment of central venous pressure. The benefit of central venous pressure monitoring is not without debate. Use of a CVC is the most common measurement of static preload. It can provide an accurate measurement of right ventricular filling pressures and preload. Central venous pressures are not as reliable for assessment of left-sided pressures, especially in the presence of cardiopulmonary disease. The use of CVCs for assessment of fluid responsiveness has recently been scrutinized. A recent study comparing pulmonary capillary wedge pressures with central venous pressure demonstrated that central venous pressure did not significantly predict fluid responsiveness. Forrester et al showed that central venous pressures did not correlate with the presence or absence of pulmonary congestion in patients with acute myocardial infarction. Furthermore, central venous pressures were not an accurate indicator of directional changes in pulmonary capillary wedge pressures during fluid administration.

Placement of a pulmonary artery catheter (PAC) through a CVC provides a more accurate assessment of left-sided heart pressures and may be a valuable tool for the perioperative assessment of cardiovascular function. It has been estimated that 55% of the 1.5 billion PACs inserted annually in the United States are placed in high-risk surgical and trauma patients. A PAC can measure left-sided filling pressure, cardiac output, and mixed venous oxygen saturation. Proponents of the PAC advocate their use because this additional information may help evaluate fluid and drug responsiveness in critically ill surgical patients. In fact, studies that evaluated the utility of PACs in surgical and critically ill patients have reported that information gained from their use contributed to changes in management in one-to-two-thirds of all cases. Studies examining the clinical outcomes in surgical and critically ill subjects receiving PACs have yielded conflicting results, fueling debate about the utility of PACs. Wilson et al randomized 138 high-risk surgical patients undergoing elective surgery to determine whether preoperative optimization of oxygen delivery affected outcome. Intervention groups received PACs plus ionotropes, whereas control subjects received “routine care” (no invasive monitors or ionotropes). Subjects in the treatment groups who received fluids and ionotropes guided by PACs had lower mortality and decreased length of hospital stay. The investigators concluded that fluid optimization was the major contributor to improved oxygen delivery, and that noninvasive monitoring may leave patients volume depleted. Two studies have demonstrated that trauma subjects given goal-directed care based upon data obtained from a PAC (cardiac index, oxygen consumption, and oxygen delivery) had improved survival and decreased end-organ failure compared with control subjects.

Detractors of PAC use argue that these devices contribute to no changes in patient outcome, or even increase morbidity. In a large, multicenter, prospective cohort study of 5,735 propensity-matched subjects, Connors et al found that critically ill subjects who received a PAC within 24 hours of admission had a significantly higher 30-day mortality and increased use of resources compared with subjects who did not receive a PAC. However, the authors could not comment on the source of lack of benefit of the PAC. In addition, a prospective study of 120 subjects randomized to intervention (PAC) or no intervention found that subjects who received a PAC prior to surgery received more fluid in the pre- and postoperative period and had an increased number of adverse events postoperatively. In a direct comparison of PACs with CVCs in low-risk subjects undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting, Stewart et al found that subjects who received a PAC had longer intubation times compared with subjects with a CVC. There were no significant differences in intensive care unit length of stay. However, in a retrospective cohort analysis of subjects undergoing nonemergent coronary artery bypass grafting, PACs were associated with an increased risk of in-hospital mortality, greater length of stay, and higher costs.

The conflicting reports of the clinical effectiveness of PACs and the limitations of the evidence have spurred the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) to recommend practice guidelines for the use of PACs. Ultimately, the task force recommended that PAC placement is appropriate in the setting of surgical procedures associated with hemodynamic complications or in patients entering surgery with pre-existing risk factors for hemodynamic perturbations. In addition, the level of risk must be assessed in the setting of physician skills in both placement and interpretation of the data and in technical support related to the PAC.

**Tranesophageal echocardiography**

The use of transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) in the perioperative period for direct, real-time evaluation of cardiac function is expanding. TEE is used extensively for cardiac surgery for diagnostic purposes and for hemodynamic monitoring. TEE is used for assessment of cardiac output, left ventricular filling, and valvular, atrial, and ventricular function. During cardiac surgery, TEE has been shown to be an influential monitoring device guiding perioperative decision making. Bergquist et al demonstrated that TEE was the most important factor guiding decision making in nearly 20% of 587 cardiac procedures assessed. In a prospective study analyzing the utility of TEE in cardiac surgery, Mishra et al
found that out of over 5,000 cases, 36% had TEE-guided hemodynamic interventions, and in 23% of cases, TEE was the sole guiding factor. A similar study demonstrated that TEE changed medical management in 53% of cases and changed surgical management in 30%.21

TEE has proven to be an important tool for the management of pediatric congenital heart disease. TEE has been shown to aid in both the diagnosis of congenital heart disease and the operative management of patients with congenital heart disease. Guzeltas et al20 performed a retrospective analysis of 1,008 pediatric patients undergoing surgery for congenital heart disease between 2009 and 2013. Of the 265 patients in whom TEE was used, preoperative diagnosis was confirmed in 260 patients. In the remaining five patients, surgical intervention was changed following TEE. In addition, in twelve patients, cardiopulmonary bypass was reinitiated following repair for residual defects identified by TEE. The authors concluded that intraoperative TEE should be standard during anesthesia for repair of pediatric congenital heart disease.

In a similar study of 865 pediatric patients undergoing surgical repair of congenital heart disease, TEE was responsible for surgical alterations in 12.7% of cases and reinstitution of cardiopulmonary bypass in 7.3% of cases.25 For its role in diagnosis of congenital heart disease and for evaluation of repair, TEE has been shown to be an important and cost-effective monitor for pediatric congenital heart surgery.26 Complications associated with its use have been shown to be minimal and without long-term sequelae.26

TEE is a popular and instrumental monitoring device for cardiac surgery. Its use in noncardiac surgery is not as widespread but is equally promising. TEE can be an instrumental tool in guiding decision making in complex noncardiac cases such as liver transplantation, complex abdominal surgery, trauma, and critically ill patients. TEE has been shown to be an important tool for assessment of hemodynamic function during liver transplantation.27 Hemodynamic instability is a frequent occurrence during liver transplantation, usually due to blood loss or surgical manipulation. The use of TEE during these procedures allows discrimination of the etiology of hemodynamic instability by allowing visualization of cardiac filling (preload) and cardiac function (pump failure). In a large study examining the use of TEE in high-volume liver transplantation centers, TEE is used by 86% of anesthesiologists during liver transplantation cases, although only 12% of these were board certified in the use of TEE.28

Noninvasive cardiac output monitors
Continuous cardiac output (CCO) monitoring allows the anesthesiologist the opportunity to react to acute changes in hemodynamic and ventricular performance in real time. TEE and pulmonary arterial catheters are two common methods by which CCO is monitored perioperatively. However, these two devices involve invasive maneuvers and require skill and prior training in their use and interpretation. New devices have recently been developed that allow CCO measurements to be carried out noninvasively or with the use of a pre-existing arterial line catheter. These devices use arterial waveform analysis to measure CCO and stroke volume variation (SVV) or pulse pressure variation (PPV). A mathematical algorithm is used to calculate CCO from the arterial waveform analysis. Cardiac output is determined by calculating the area under the curve of the systolic portion of the arterial waveform divided by the aortic impedance multiplied by the heart rate.29 As arterial line catheters are usually inserted in high-risk patient populations, this technology is likely to be readily available to these patients as well as in awake patients in whom use of TEE or PAC is technically difficult. Both SVV and PPV have been shown to accurately predict fluid responsiveness in subjects undergoing surgery.30,31 However, a recent study has shown that both SVV and PPV offer little predictive value in fluid responsiveness during surgery.32 Furthermore, when compared with Doppler echocardiography, which is considered the gold standard for cardiac output measurement, noninvasive methods for measuring SVV and PPV show weak correlation and low sensitivity and specificity.32,33 However, when compared with thermodilution-based cardiac output measurements, noninvasive cardiac output techniques have showed good correlation and small bias.34,35 Considering the equivocal nature of the utility of SVV and PPV in the perioperative setting, results must be taken into clinical context and interpreted with caution. Nevertheless, when echocardiography or the use of PACs is contraindicated, these noninvasive devices may be considered for clinical guidance.

Airway devices
Fiberoptic bronchoscope
The fiberoptic bronchoscope (FOB) has become a ubiquitous and important tool for airway management since its first reported use in 1967.36 Unlike other airway devices, the FOB is unique because its length, flexibility, and optics allow direct visualization of anatomic structures, including the vocal cords, while allowing direct passage through the vocal cords. For these reasons, the FOB can be used not only to aid tracheal intubation but also for confirming placement of an endotracheal tube or to aid in the diagnosis of tracheal or bronchial pathology.

Although there are no true indications for its use, the FOB is a valuable tool for airway management in anticipated and unanticipated difficult intubation, in situations where
cervical manipulation may be contraindicated, or in cases of upper and lower airway obstruction.\textsuperscript{37} With the use of adequate airway topicalization with local anesthetics, the FOB may be used in an awake, spontaneously ventilating patient, especially in cases where an anticipated difficult airway exists.\textsuperscript{38} ASA practice guidelines for management of difficult airways indicate the use of awake intubation as the gold standard approach.\textsuperscript{39} The use of the FOB has been described as the most useful aid for awake intubation in a patient with a known difficult airway.\textsuperscript{40} The contraindications to the use of the FOB are relative but merit consideration. Use of the FOB requires fine psychomotor skills to navigate the scope through the pharynx into the trachea. Heavy airway secretions or bleeding may limit the view through the scope. Antisialagogues such as glycopyrrolate or atropine may be used to limit secretions; however, care must be taken to ensure that the patient can tolerate increases in heart rate. The patient must be cooperative and still if an awake approach is planned. In addition, in the setting of hypoxia or impending hypoxia, the time needed to advance the FOB through the vocal cords may limit the utility of the FOB, especially if concurrent ventilation is not used. In fact, analysis of the ASA closed claims database reveals that death or brain damage occurred in 75% of twelve reported cases in which awake intubation was used for an anticipated difficult airway.\textsuperscript{41} The use of sedation, bleeding, technical factors, and lack of patient cooperation were listed as reasons for failure.

The FOB is a useful device for rescue and planned intubation. Nearly all surveyed members of the ASA claim to have the FOB available to them.\textsuperscript{42} However, use of the FOB requires training and skill. Due to the advanced skills necessary to use the FOB, experts have stated that all trained anesthesiologists should become familiar with its use.\textsuperscript{43}

**Video laryngoscopes**

Video laryngoscopes, like direct laryngoscopes, consist of a handle and blade and are inserted into the pharynx in a similar manner. However, video laryngoscopes are equipped with a video camera on the distal end of the blade, allowing the laryngoscopist an indirect view of the vocal cords via an attached screen. Various video laryngoscopes are widely available but often mimic conventional Macintosh-type blades or angulated blades, or consist of a curved-type blade with an attached channel to pass an unstyletted endotracheal tube. Because of their resemblance to conventional laryngoscopes, the skills necessary to use video laryngoscopes are, in general, easy to master, and the devices are associated with high success rates. In a study comparing success of laryngoscopy by novices, novices trained with video laryngoscopes had better success rates compared with novices trained with conventional laryngoscopes.\textsuperscript{44} In a study of 235 intubations, experienced anesthesiologists had a 99.6% success rate at intubation when using a video laryngoscope without any prior preparation or experience.\textsuperscript{45} Due to the relative ease of use and success rate of video laryngoscopes, some authors have championed the use of video laryngoscopes as valid rescue devices for tracheal intubation after failure of direct laryngoscopy.\textsuperscript{46,47} A recent study comparing video laryngoscopy with FOB-aided awake intubation in patients judged to be potentially difficult to intubate found no difference in the times to achieve tracheal intubation between the two methods.\textsuperscript{48} The authors concluded that video laryngoscopy could be a viable alternative to FOB-aided intubation. However, this study used an invasive, transtracheal injection of lidocaine to achieve airway topicalization in both groups. The adequacy of video laryngoscopy for awake intubation using noninvasive airway topicalization has been questioned.\textsuperscript{49}

**Laryngeal mask airway**

The laryngeal mask airway (LMA) is a supraglottic device that is designed to sit in the posterior pharyngeal wall, providing an aperture above the trachea with no direct contact with the tracheal mucosa. A cuff allows for a relatively tight seal with little leakage of gas during spontaneous ventilation. However, despite optimal placement of the LMA and inflation of the cuff, the seal is not as robust as that of an endotracheal tube.

The inventor of the prototype LMA, Dr Archie Brain,\textsuperscript{50} created the LMA as a device able to offer the advantages of endotracheal intubation, while avoiding the requirement of vocal cord visualization and abduction via a tube. In a small, preliminary study, the LMA was used successfully in 99% of cases.\textsuperscript{51} Proponents of its use claim that by sitting above the vocal cords, the incidences of laryngospasm, sore throat, and coughing are minimized compared with the endotracheal tube.\textsuperscript{52} In addition, insertion of the LMA may be associated with a more favorable hemodynamic response, with less hypertension and tachycardia than direct laryngoscopy and endotracheal intubation.

One of the major drawbacks of the LMA is that it does not pass through the vocal cords. Because of this, the LMA does not provide a definitive airway and may not protect the airway from secretions and aspiration as well as an endotracheal tube. Keller et al\textsuperscript{53} describe a series of aspirations in subjects in whom an LMA was used. In addition, the same authors described an additional 20 published cases of aspiration associated with LMA use. The authors state that in all
but one case there were pre-existing risk factors for aspiration that may have contraindicated the use of the LMA. However, although an LMA may not be effective in preventing gastric aspiration, it may be protective against aspiration of supraglottic secretions and blood. In a case series of 217 ear, nose, and throat cases in which an LMA was used, Daum and O’Reilly described how blood and airway secretions safely pooled above the device with no contamination of the airway reported. Nevertheless, because the LMA does not definitively protect against aspiration, its use should be questioned in cases and subjects who are at increased risk. These include decreased gastric emptying (diabetes, chronic opioids, gastroparesis), increased intra-abdominal pressure (lithotomy, laparoscopy, pregnancy, obesity), and in subjects with full stomachs (trauma, emergency surgery). Studies comparing risks associated with LMA use compared with endotracheal intubation are generally limited to retrospective analyses. In addition, because the incidence of aspiration is very small, prospective studies analyzing the safety of the LMA compared with endotracheal intubation are difficult to conduct and are therefore lacking.

**Neuromonitoring**

**Electroencephalogram**

Monitoring the electroencephalogram (EEG) during anesthesia is an important tool for the assessment of cerebral function. Intraoperative EEG monitoring is used primarily during neurosurgery and cardiac surgery to detect cerebral ischemia or epileptic foci and for the assessment of pharmacologic interventions. Interpretation of EEG changes can help guide neurosurgical intervention and intraoperative decision making.

EEG monitoring uses scalp electrodes to monitor large areas of the cerebral cortex, consisting of superficial pyramidal cells. The pyramidal cells are sensitive to hypoxia and ischemia, and decreases in cerebral blood flow (as can occur during neurovascular surgery) can be detected by changes in EEG activity. Changes in EEG typically occur between 30 seconds and 5 minutes following ischemic changes.

Use of EEG monitoring during carotid endarterectomy is widespread, as changes in the EEG waveform can guide intraoperative decision making. Rapid flattening of the EEG not responsive to increases in blood pressure after clamping of the carotid artery indicates that clamping is not being tolerated and shunt placement is indicated. Intraoperative changes in the EEG waveform, however, are associated with a high number of false positive results. Nevertheless, EEG monitoring has been shown to reduce ischemic time and risk of stroke during carotid endarterectomy. A study analyzing 658 subjects undergoing carotid endarterectomy with EEG monitoring showed that 34 subjects had a postoperative neurologic deficit. Only seven of these were due to cerebral hypoperfusion.

Analysis of EEG has gained popularity not only in neurovascular cases but also in patients and cases where there is an increased risk for intraoperative awareness. Generally, when a potent inhalational anesthetic agent is used for hypnosis, monitoring end-tidal anesthetic concentration and titration to a specific minimum alveolar concentration can be employed to ensure adequate depth of anesthesia. Maintenance of minimum alveolar concentrations above 0.7 has been shown to decrease the incidence of awareness. However, in cases in which a volatile anesthetic is not used (ie, total intravenous anesthesia), cases where anesthetic levels are minimized (trauma, cardiovascular anesthesia), or patients otherwise at risk for awareness, surrogate measures of anesthetic depth may help guide the anesthetist and prevent awareness. Use of the EEG has been the most popular surrogate to monitor depth of anesthesia. Typically, these monitors involve a specified algorithm to process raw EEG waveforms and supply a dimensionless number that indicates the patient’s level of consciousness.

Proponents of the use of processed EEG for monitoring depth of anesthesia argue that these monitors allow precise titration of anesthetic levels, thereby reducing total amounts of anesthetic, reducing postanesthesia recovery time, and improving quality of recovery from a patient’s perspective. Processed EEG-guided anesthesia has also been shown to reduce the incidence of intraoperative recall in patients at high risk for awareness. Other trials, however, failed to show benefit of processed EEG-guided anesthesia. In a large trial of 1,100 patients and over 3.3 million data points, processed EEG failed to correlate with end-tidal anesthetic concentration and was insensitive to changes in end-tidal anesthetic concentration. Another large-scale prospective study of over 6,000 subjects comparing processed EEG-guided protocols and end-tidal anesthetic concentration-guided protocols for maintenance of anesthesia found no difference in the amount of anesthesia used or the rate of awareness between the groups. Due to patient variability and insensitivity of processing algorithms, some authors have advocated the use of raw EEG waveforms to monitor depth of anesthesia.

**Ultrasound**

Ultrasonography is an imaging technique utilizing an oscillating sound pressure wave at very high frequency. Its use allows the real-time imaging of structures such as bone, muscle, tendons, nerves, and blood vessels. It is relatively
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As described, the use of US for placement of central venous access and for the administration of peripheral nerve blockade is now commonplace.

Use of US for central venous cannulation improves the success rate and reduces the rate of complications. In a sentinel study comparing US-guided internal jugular venous catheterization with conventional, anatomic landmark-guided placement, use of US resulted in greater success and fewer needle passes per attempt. In addition, in cases where conventional methods resulted in failure, the use of US resulted in successful rescue cannulation. Similar studies found that US use resulted in fewer attempts and faster time to achieve success compared with conventional methods. A study by Karakitsos et al showed that US-guided internal jugular vein catheter insertion not only improved success and time to cannulation but also reduced the incidence of carotid artery puncture, hematoma, pneumothorax, and catheter-associated infections. A meta-analysis of 18 studies analyzing the efficacy of US in central venous cannulation corroborated the findings of these studies, showing that the use of US reduces complication rates and improves success rates. However, the author cautioned that the low rates of complications may not justify the cost of using this technology. In addition, the author concludes that clinicians trained in both approaches will not benefit from using US, and that training clinicians exclusively in using US will hinder their ability to place central venous lines when the technology is unavailable. Nevertheless, despite these concerns, the ASA task force on central venous access recommends the use of real-time US for placement of internal jugular vein catheters.

US is used not only for placement of CVCs but also by anesthesiologists for guidance for peripheral nerve blockade. Over the last 5 years, US-guided regional anesthesia (UGRA) has become increasingly popular, displacing landmark-based techniques. Numerous studies have shown that UGRA is superior to conventional landmark-based techniques in reducing performance time for block placement, improving success rate, and reducing onset time of block. In addition, because US allows for direct visualization of structures beneath the skin, its use has been associated with decreased vascular puncture and unintendedparesthesias. Despite the fact that UGRA is still relatively new, there exists a large amount of scientific support for its supremacy in guiding anesthesiologists in regional block placement. It has been noted that use of US has changed clinical decision making by allowing regional anesthesia to be offered on a more widespread basis.

**Target controlled infusion software and closed-loop drug delivery systems**

Opioid and sedative–hypnotic drugs are commonly given as infusions for maintenance of anesthesia and for conscious sedation. Drug infusion rates can be set and manually adjusted by the anesthesiologist, or they can be automatically adjusted by computerized software with imputed mathematical pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic models in what is known as target controlled infusion (TCI). In TCI, the anesthesiologist sets a target plasma or effect site concentration of the drug to be administered, and a computer automatically adjusts the infusion rate as predicted by the mathematical model. TCI is widespread internationally but is not US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved for clinical use in the United States. Proponents of TCI argue that TCI offers the anesthesiologist the ability to react to a concentration versus effect relationship that stays constant with time. In contrast, manually controlled drug delivery is based upon an infusion rate versus an effect relationship that constantly changes with time, making it difficult to characterize the drug concentration–effect relationship.

Numerous studies have reported the benefits of TCI. In a study examining TCI delivery of remifentanil versus manually controlled delivery in spontaneously ventilating patients, Moerman et al found no difference in depth of anesthesia when propofol was administered by TCI or manually. In addition, in a large analysis of 20 trials to assess the effectiveness of propofol TCI versus manually controlled propofol administration, Leslie et al found no clinically significant differences in anesthetic depth or adverse events. Use of TCI is associated with a higher cost compared with manually controlled anesthesia. It has been argued by some that because the incidence of adverse events directly related to drug administration and dosing is rare, studies demonstrating superiority of TCI over manually controlled administration will be lacking.

With the development and international implementation of TCI systems, movement toward closed-loop drug...
delivery systems has intensified. A closed-loop system, by definition, is a system that automatically changes output based upon changes to an input signal. With drug delivery, closed-loop systems utilize TCI software, but the infusion rate is adjusted automatically in response to internal input such as physiologic variables or processed EEG values. Closed-loop drug delivery systems have been used experimentally for years. Studies examining the performance of closed-loop propofol administration for both induction and maintenance of anesthesia using processed EEG as an input variable have shown promising safety profiles and beneficial recovery times. Recently, closed-loop drug delivery has gained widespread attention with the introduction of a new propofol delivery device that has been FDA approved for use for conscious sedation for endoscopic procedures (Sedasys®; Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc., Somerville, NJ, USA [United States patent fda.gov PO80009]). This device comprises two major components. The first is a bedside monitoring unit, which records vital signs (noninvasive blood pressure, ECG, pulse oximetry, and automated patient response). The second is a procedure room unit, which comprises the patient monitor, TCI software, and propofol infusion device. An oxygen delivery adapter is used for oxygen delivery and capnography. The clinician enters the patient weight and maintenance propofol infusion rate. The system calculates an initial loading dose based upon the recorded weight and imputed guidelines built in to the infusion software. The maintenance propofol infusion rate is started at the rate specified by the clinician. The rate is adjusted based upon input variables from the device that correlate to oversedation, including decreases in pulse oximetry and respiratory rate and/or reductions in patient response. Based upon the severity of these decreases, the device automatically stops and subsequently reduces the infusion rate or stops the infusion completely. Since the announcement of FDA approval of this device, the ASA has developed a strategic approach to understand computer-assisted patient sedation and ensure its safe and efficient introduction into clinical practice (Guidance for directors of anesthesia service for computer-assisted personalized sedation [CAPS] devices; http://www.asahq.org). With the recent FDA approval of this novel closed-loop device, evaluation of closed-loop drug delivery in a clinical setting will become feasible.

**Conclusion**

Without question, anesthesiologists are reliant on medical devices for their work. New devices and advances in older devices have changed the manner in which anesthetics are administered. Recent developments in technology, including fiberoptic technology and advances in computational processing and mathematical modeling, and also in physiologic monitoring have not only advanced the field of anesthesiology but made its practice more efficient. More importantly, new developments in anesthetic devices have made anesthesia safer for each and every patient exposed to its science.
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